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Self IntroductionSelf Introduction

� Johnny Xie = Xie Jiao Ning

� Master of Public Administration

� Head of International Cooperation 
Department

� WCO’s Accredited Trainer

� IPR, Export Control & Non-proliferation, 
Trade Pattern, IT and Risk Management



WCO’s Training StructureWCO’s Training Structure



List of the WCO’s RTCList of the WCO’s RTC

Administration Date of signature

Hungary 07/06/2001

Azerbaijan 31/01/2002

Russian Federation 25/11/2002

South Africa 04/12/2003

Kenya 26/06/2004

Hong Kong, China 26/06/2004

People’s Republic of China 26/06/2004

India 05/10/2004

Malaysia 24/01/2005

Burkina Faso 29/09/2005

Lebanon 04/01/2006

Japan 06/2006

Dominican Republic 29/06/2007

Zimbabwe 2008



Contact PointsContact Points

� Link to the file.



WCO’s E-learning PlatformWCO’s E-learning Platform

� Structure

� Users Name & Password

� Three types of account

� Major Feature:

� Interactive

� Flexible

� Working Flow:

� Create Accounts

� Create Courses

� Assign Courses

� Study Courses

� Statistics & Assessment



System DemonstrationSystem Demonstration

� Switch to the Platform



WCO’s Training PolicyWCO’s Training Policy

� How to establish a RTC

� How to host a E-learning system

� Terms of Reference

� PICARD Standard

� The E-Forum



Accomplishments in FY 2007Accomplishments in FY 2007

� In the past year, we have successfully 
conducted 10 international programs in 
the forms of seminars or workshops, 
which involved 221 participants from 50 
countries and regions. 

� The topics covered a wide spectrum of 
Customs Professionals such as Valuation, 
Anti-smuggling, Taxation, IPR Protection, 
and Environmental issues etc. 







ImplicationImplication

� The significant changes in our themes 
undoubtedly reflected a profound shift in 
the common concern of international 
Customs community, which in turn 
resulted from a dynamic evolution of 
Customs functions as a government 
agency dominating the border control and 
management. 



Call for Capacity BuildingCall for Capacity Building



Response to CallResponse to Call



ProspectProspect

� Supported and facilitated by the progress of 
information technology, the tide of globalization has 
been sustained and countries in the world are 
further integrated in the fields of production, 
distribution and consumption. Industries want more 
facilitation to survive the competition while 
governments are emphasizing the security to ensure 
the order and stability of society. 

� Capacity Building will continue to be the primary 
resort for Customs administrations to tackle this 
paradox.



Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration

1. What is your attitude towards Customs Capacity 
Building?

2. What is the most important training needs for 
your Administration in terms of Capacity Building?

3. Is E-learning facilities readily accessible for all 
Customs Officers in your country?

4. Generally speaking, which RTC responds to the 
training needs of your Administration?

5. How do you evaluate its performance in meeting 
your training needs?

6. Any suggestion for enhancing the whole process?



Thanks!


